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Self-Adjoint Linear Differential Operators* 
BERND SCHULTZE 
Fachbereich Mathematik, Universitcit Essen, Essen, West-Germany 
We consider not necessarily self-adjoint differential operators generated 
by ordinary differential expressions of the form 
My= f: pi(t)y”’ on Z=[l, co) (*) 
i=O 
with n = ord(M) E N, pi E ci(Z, C). With A4 + we denote the adjoint expres- 
sion 
b!f+y= i (-l)Qi(t)y)(i) 
i=O 
and with 7’,(M) and T,(M) the minimal and maximal operator, respec- 
tively, generated by A4 in L2(Z). The basic spectral and extension theory 
(even in LP-spaces) was given by Rota [9]. In this theory the essential 
spectrum of M, 
o,(M) := (A E @ 1 range T,(M- A) is not closed}, 
plays a crucial role. If we assume that this set is not the entire plane, the 
following integers 
nul(M- A) := dim ker T,(M- A) 
turn out to be constant (as functions of A) on each connected component 
of C\a,(M). These numbers are important because they indicate how many 
linearly independent boundary conditions one has to impose for a restric- 
tion of T,(M) (resp. an extension of T,(M)) in order to obtain a so-called 
maximal extension, i.e., an extension with minimal spectrum in this compo- 
nent. These maximal extensions correspond to the self-adjoint extensions in 
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the symmetric case, and Rota has shown that in the component where 
the maximal extension is taken, the spectrum consists of an (at most) 
countable number of eigenvalues having only points of a,(M) as possible 
accumulation points. 
To apply this theory in concrete cases, we must determine these spectral 
data a,(M) and nul(M-A). In the non-self-adjoint case, the only large 
classes of expressions where these spectral invariants have been completely 
evaluated are the constant coefficient expressions and the Euler expres- 
sions, together with their relatively compact perturbations. This evaluation 
was achieved by Balslev and Gamelin [ 1 ] (see also Goldberg [ 31). Even 
in the symmetric case, the classification of these spectral invariants in terms 
of the coeffkients of the expression is far from complete. The results 
presented here consist of an exact evaluation of the essential spectrum and 
the nullities of a large class of expressions having real powers of the inde- 
pendent variable as dominating coefficients. They generalize the results of 
Balslev and Gamelin to a much larger class of expressions in the L2-case. 
Comparison with certain symmetric expressions will also show that this 
type of result cannot hold for all expressions of the class mentioned above. 
1. SPECIAL EXPRESSIONS 
We first consider expressions of the form 
r 
M, y := 1 .ot”~y’~“’ (1.1) 
CT=0 
with rtz N, po, . . . . pr~No, O=p,<pr< . ..<pr=n. and CX,E(W (a=O, . . . . r) 
such that 
a0 = 0, “IGPl (1.2) 
and 
12 
a,-kl 
2 
%Cl -a, for fr=l,...,r-1 
Prr-PC-1 Pa+1-Po 
if r>l. (1.3) 
Let us denote by (or < ... <CT-~ those indices c (CJ= 1, . . . . r- 1) for which 
the strong inequality holds in (1.3). Then together with cro := 0, cS := r we 
have 
a f fJ -a,,-, a,--tL,-l 
Pcr-Pn,-,=Pn-Pa-l 
for o,-~ <a<a, (j= 1, . . ..s) if ~21 
(1.4) 
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and 
ab,-ao,-, a,,,, -a3 
P,-PC,-,‘P,+,-Pm, 
for j= 1, . . . . S- 1 if s> 2. (1.5) 
Now we are in the position to formulate the assumption on the constants 
a,E@\{O}: 
%E ~\W for cr=ci, . . . . r and for each k = pO,, . . . . n we have 
Ck := c t-11 PK+kaKaA20 (p,, < k < poi+, , i = 1, . . . . s - 1). 
p.+pk=2k 
o,<K,I<ur+l (1.6) 
The a, (0 = 0, . . . . o1 - 1) may be arbitrary complex constants. 
A condition sufficient for (1.6) to hold is the following simpler condition: 
sgn( ( - 1 )P*‘2 a,) = const for all 0 > (ri such that p0 is even 
sgn( ( - 1 )(pc + iY2 a,) = const for all 
(1.7) 
0 > 0i such that p0 is odd. 
In the following, we will call an expression M, of the form (1.1) satisfying 
(1.2), (1.3), and (1.6) a special expression (using rr,,, . . . . 6, as subscripts for 
the “kink-indices”). Our first goal is to derive a lower estimate of llMof1/2, 
where M, is an arbitrary special expression and f~ C,“(q, co), i.e., 
f belonging to the set of all indefinitely differentiable functions having 
compact support in the interval (q, co) for some q > 1. Since llM,Jll i = 
(M,+M,,f,f), where ( , ) denotes the usual inner product in L2(Z), we 
investigate the Dirichlet integral of the symmetric expressions M,+M,. Its 
structure is given by Frentzen [2] generalizing a lemma of Read [8] to the 
general complex coefficient case: 
LEMMA 1. Let M be given as in (*) with pin C’(Z, a=) (i= 0, . . . . n). Then 
M + M is of the form 
with 
M +My = f: ( - l)k (qk yck))tk) 
k=O 
n-1 
+i 1 (-l)k {(~ky(kl)(k+l)+(~ky(k+l))(k)} 
k=O 
qk = c (- l)i+kdi,j Re(pipj) 
i+j=2ka2j 
+ 1 (- l)i+k ci,j,kRe(jjiPi)(i+i-2k) 
i+j>2k,Zj 
qk= c 
(-l)‘+k ~~,~,~Im~~p~)(~+j-l-~~) 
i+j-1>2kr2j 
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for 0 < k < n (resp. n - 1 ), where 
Ai,j := 
2 for i#j 
1 for i=j 
and C,,,.k, 2, j,k are certain constants. 
Applying this to a special expression M,, we get for the coefficients qk 
(k = 0, . . . . n) of 
M,tM,y= i (-l)k(qk~(k))(k)+inC1 (-l)k 
k=O k=O 
x {(gkyW)W+l)+ (GkY(k+l))W)} 
the following representation, 
(1.8) 
PROPOSITION 1. If MO is a special expression and qk (k = 0, . . . . n) the 
coefficients of the real part of Ml MO given by (1.8), then for pO, d k < pO,+, 
(i= 1, . . . . S- 1) we have 
qk(t)= (ck+o(l)) tYbk (1.9) 
with ck80 as in (1.6) (cP,,=a:, (i= 1, . . . . s)) and 
2 
Yi,k := 
P a!+, 
-p {(k-p,,)cc,+,+(p,,+,-k)a,}. 
q, 
For k = 0, . . . . p,, - 1 we have 
qk(t) = OIPCEl’Ql)]. (1.10) 
If; furthermore, czl < p1 and (1.6) holds also for CJ = 0, . . . . cl, 0 < k < pO,, 
then (1.9) is also valid for this range of the k’s. 
The coefficients of the imaginary part of M,+ MO fuljiili 
qk(t)=o(tY”k+“‘Z’) for p,,bk<p,+, (i= 1, . . ..s- 1) (1.11) 
and 
qk(t) = qt’2k+ l)(@dm) ) for k=O, . . . . pO, - 1. (1.12) 
The proof of Proposition 1 makes repeated use of the following 
LEMMA 2. Let r 2 1, z E { 0, . . . . r-l}, s<rc<r, O<A<z+ 1. Then 
(a) 
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and the strong inequality holds if and only if there is a oj (j E { 1, . . . . s - 1 } ) 
with r+l<aj<rc; 
(bf 
u 
a~<o!,+,- ++I -az (Pr+l--PA) 
Pr+l -P= 
and the strong inequality holds if and only if there is a oj (j E { 1, . . . . s - 1) ) 
with A c CT~ < z. 
ProoJ By reason of (1.3) we have 
K-l 
(a) aK=a,+ C ao+l-au -P (p a+l-pa)<ar+aT+l-aT (P,- PT) 
.Y=‘T P u+l II P=+1-Pr 
(b) aA=@,+ 
<a r+1- ;“I; (Pr+1-PJ 
r+l 7 
and the strong inequality holds in each case if and only if among the 
indices z + 1, . . . . K - 1 resp. A+ 1, . . . . z there is at least a “kink-index.” 1 
Proof of Proposition 1. Using Lemma 1, we have 
qk= c C-1) pn+k 4JWpl~,,) 
+ c (-l)PK+kC PK,PA,k~~(~p~,PpA)(PX+PA-2k), (1.13) 
Pn+PA=-2k.%A 
where the special form of the coefficients pp, gives 
WFpKW~,,W) (PK+P~-Z~)=R~(~,~,)K(~, 1, k) f+c+u~-(pr+p~--Zk) 
with constants K(rc, 1, k) that are equal to 1 if pK + pA = 2k. 
Now, let pci<pr<k<pr+,<p,i+,. Then Lemma 2 and (1.2~( 1.5) give 
a,+al-(p,+p,-2k) 
a 
<a,+ ‘+I 
P 
1; bK-PT)+az+l 
r+l 7 
a - ,:::~~~(p~+l--p,)-~~~:~~:(p,+p,--M) (1.14) 
in each one of the three cases: 
0) K > di+ 1 for k = 0, . . . . n, 
(ii) 1~ cri for k = 0, . . . . n, 
(iii) pK+pI>2k>2p, for k=O, . . . . n if a,<p, resp. for k=p, ,,..., n 
if a1 =pl. 
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In all these cases we have with (1.14) 
cr,+cr,X-(Px+PA-2k) 
2 
= 
Pr+1-Pr 
{(k-Pr)a,+l+(P~+l-k)~r} 
2 = 
P 
((k-p~~)GI,,+,+(P,+l-k)C(,,)=Yi.k. 
01+, - PO, 
(1.15) 
Therefore the terms in (1.13) that are in one of these cases contribute only 
o-terms for qk. 
But if a,<rc,il<~~+~, and Pk + pi. = 2k 2 2~2 resp. pK + pA > 2k 2 2p, 
for k = 0, . . . . p,,,- 1 if a,=~,, then (1.14) and therefore (1.15) hold as 
equalities. The coefficient of Fk is by reason of (1.6) for k = p,,, , . . . . n 
c (-l)pr+k&~a,a~= 1 (-l)PK+ka,a~=c,>o. 
px+pi=Zk Px+Pi=Zk 
Ur<2.<K<U,+, OL s 1, K < 0, + 1 
If cI1 < p1 and (1.6) holds also for rr = 0, . . . . ol, 0 6 k d po, then we have the 
same representation of the coefficients of F. In general we have only 
(1.10) for k = 0, . . . . pb, - 1. Lemma 1 gives also 
qk = c (- l)PK+k I?,,,.~ Im(pp~~p,)~P~+P~-1-2k~ (1.16) 
p,+piel.ZkTZpl 
with 
1~(~~~~~~)(~“+~i~1~2k)=0(~l,+aj.-((~r+~;.---22k)). 
Again for p,,<pr<k<p,+,<po,+, Lemma 2 and (1.2t(1.5) give 
a,+a,-(p,+p,-l-2k) 
c1 
Qq+ pT+;$ (Px-Pl)+“r+l-;r+:IapT (Pr+,-PA 
r+ 7 r+ T 
u - p’+;I; (p,+pT- 1-X) 
r+ r 
1 
= {(a r+l+~li)(~r+l-~r)-(a,+l-crr)(~T+l+~r----k)} 
Pr+1-Pr 
= c+12 {(k+~-P,,)a,,+,+(P~,+,-(k+~))a,}=PI,k+II:2). 
P, -Pv, 
(1.17) 
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If ka%,, then p,>p,, and all non-zero terms in (1.16) have pA <pO,, 
since U,E R for 020,. But if pi<p,,, <pK, then Lemma 2 gives in (1.17) 
the strong inequality. If 0 < k < pb,, then 
YO,k+(l/z) - p -z k+i a,,=(2k+l)Z. 1 
01 ( > 
This information gives now the crucial estimation. 
PROPOSITION 2. If MO is a special expression, then there are constants 
6, > 0 (k = 0, . . . . n), K>O, andqEZsuch thatfor allfEC,“(q, co) we have 
,,Mof,,;$ ‘E’ j bktYi.kIf(k)12+(bo-K)llfll:. (1.18) 
i=O k=p,,+l I 
IJ; furthermore, (1.16) holds also for g = 0, . . . . ai, 0 <k < pg,, and CX, c pl, 
then we can choose K = 0. 
In the proof of Proposition 2 we need the following inequality derived by 
Schultze [lo] (see also Mergler and Schultze [6, Sect. 51). 
LEMMA 3. Let n E N and a, /l E R. Then for every E > 0 there is-u K(E) > 0 
and an qE E Z such that for all f E C,“(q,, 00) we have 
t(WKia+(~-i)P) 1 f (012 <E /1t2alf(n)12+K(~)j,t28jf12. 
Proof of Proposition 2. Lemma 1 gives for f E C;(f): 
Pq - 1 
IIMOfll:=(M,+MOf,f)= c j- ~klf'"'1*+~,$,, lf(pu1)12 
k=O r 
+‘C’ ‘2’ 1 qklf’*‘12+i{pF’j ~k(f(k+l)~(k)_f(k)~(k+l)) 
i=l k=p,!+l r k=O r 
s-l Pa,+,-1 
+ 1 1 j gk(f (k+‘)rk)-f(k)rk+‘))}. 
i=l k=p,, r 
(1.19) 
We consider first the second and third term in (1.19) and we have with 
Proposition 1 for f E C;(P) 
f ,q~<,[f’pu1’12+‘c1 ‘z’ ,. qklf(k)j2 
i=l k=pei+l I 
= i$, J-, (a& - 6 + o( 1)) P,il f (pq 2 + 6 J t2=uq f (pq 2 
i=l I 
+ SC1 Py 1 , ( 
ck + o( 1)) tYLkI fck’12 
i=l k=p,,+l I 
with 0 < 6 < mint= o a;,. 
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Using Lemma 3, we see that the following estimations hold: 
with 6, :=6/(2max(l, K(1))) for k=p,+ 1, . . . . Pi,+,- 1 for f~C,“(q, co) 
with q suffkiently large. 
Furthermore we define 
Tipo, := af, - 6 for i = 1, . . . . s 
and 
for - .- 0 Ck .- 
k = p,, (i = 1, . . . . s) 
ck for k E { poJ , . . . . n} otherwise. 
Then we have for all fE C,“(q, 00 ) with sufficiently large q 
+‘cI “2’ j (a,+~k+0(1))tyl.klf(k)12. 
i=l k=p,,+l I 
(1.20) 
All the functions 6, + ck + O( 1) and gPO, + O( 1) can now be assumed to be 
positive (increasing q if necessary). Therefore we have 
ppo~’ j jqkl ,,w,,,3’ j 129~1 jj-fk+l)jWl 
k=O f k=O I 
-1:; ‘:;-’ j ,  12Cjkl If(k+l)S(k)(. (1.21) 
VI 
The estimations for qk in Proposition 1 suggest the consideration of 
t~,,t+u/2~lf(k+ “S’k’I 
I 
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With Yi,k+(l/2)= iYi,k+l + fYi,k and Schwarz’ inequality we obtain for 
arbitrary sk + i > 0: 
1 
G&k+1 s 
tYLk+llf (k+1),2+- 
I 4& f 
twclf(k)12. (1.22) 
k+l I 
For k>p,, (1.11) now implies that the terms s121kjkl If(k+ltf(k)l can be 
ranged in the o(l)-parts of the first terms in (1.21). 
Ifk<p,,, then an adequate choice of ep, 1 > 0 gives with certain constants 
0 < Ak (k = 0, . . . . PC, - 1): 
In the same way we obtain with constants 0 < B, (k = 0, . . . . pal - 1) 
"F1f ,qk, ~f'k'~2~~~~~1Bk~,~Yo'k~f'k'~2. 
k=O I 
Altogether we have from (1.21) 
IIh&,f&~l 'f' j (a,+~,+,(1))tY"tlf'k'12 
i=l k=p,i+l r 
PO, - 1 
- c (-‘ik+Bk+bd s, t"k,f(k),2 +"F1 bk s, tyo'klf(k)12 (1.23) 
k=O k=O 
with arbitrary positive b, (k = 0, . . . . plr, - 1). 
Now we use again the estimation of Lemma 3 with 
6 
E= 
4 IllaX$“~~ ’ (Ak + Bk + bk)’ 
Then we have with K= K(E). maxp& i (Ak, Bk, bk) + A0 + B, + b,: 
Pa, - 1 
,4, (A/c + B/c + b/d 
This together with (1.23) proves the associated estimation with 0 < bk 
(k = 0, . . . . p,,) and 0 < bk -C ak + Ek (k 2 p,,) arbitrarily given. 
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If (1.6) holds also for o=O, . . . . cl, O< k<p,,, and cur <pr, then all 
qk=O and as in (1.20) we obtain with Proposition 1, 
I 401f12+ c I 
s-1 ‘y j  qklf’k’12 
i=O k=p,,+l I 
> jIh,+o(l)),f,2+3~’ ‘2’ j  (8,+~,+0(1))t”‘~lf(k)12 
i=O k=pnt+l r 
showing that in this case we can choose K = 0. 1 
2. PERTURBATIONS OF SPECIAL EXPRESSIONS 
Proposition 2 enables us now to identify expressions 
My= i rk yCk’ 
k=O 
(2.1) 
with rk E Ck(Z, C) (k = 0, . . . . n) and 
rk( t) = o( PJ’) (2.2) 
for k = 0, . . . . n and i= 0, . . . . s - 1 such that p,,, d k d pdr+, as relatively 
bounded (resp. relatively compact) perturbations of the special expression 
MO (defining the yi,k as in Proposition 1 for i = 0, . . . . s - 1, k = 0, . . . . n). 
For the invariance of the nullities, we can admit a somewhat less general 
class of perturbations consisting of expressions (2.1) satisfying 
(2.3) 
for k = 0, . . . . n, j=O, . . . . k, and i= 0, . . . . s- 1 such that p,,, < k- j< pm,+,. 
Condition (2.3) is fulfilled, e.g., by expressions satisfying (2.2) with rj;“(t) = 
~(t(Y~a~-j)/~) (j = 0, ..,, k), that is, having a behavior of the derivatives of the 
coefficients similar to that of the powers of t. 
LEMMA 4. Let MO be a special expression and M a corresponding expres- 
sion, i.e., of the form (2.1) satisfying (2.2). Then 
there exist q E Z, 0 < a < 1, /I > 0 such that for all 
f~~~~rl~~o)~~~~~~II~fIl~~~II~~fll+Bllfl12. (2.4) 
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Proof: Proposition 2 and (2.2) show that there is an q E Z such that for 
allfE C,“(q, co) we have: 
2 
IlMfll~G 
[ 
i IIrkf(kY2 1 G(n+l) i IlrkP)llS k=O k=O 
~a* SC1 
[ 
Py I 
bp~lf(k)12 + b,IlfII: 
i=O k=p,,+l r 1 
~~‘ll~~fll~+~2~llf/I~. I 
With standard conclusions we obtain the following. 
Remark 1. If M and M, satisfy (2.4), then 
domain( To(Mo f M)) = domain( To(Mo)). 
The basic perturbation theorem that we apply here is due to Kauffman 
[4]; we cite it in a form convenient for our purpose. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let M be given as in (*) with p,(t) # 0 on Z and range 
T,(M) closed. Let N be another expression of form (*) with order N < 
order M satisfying the following condition. There is a gE C(Z), g > 0, and 
lim I _ m g(t) = co such that gNf o L’(Z) for all f o domain T,,(M). Then the 
operator, defined as the restriction of N on domain T,(M), is relatively 
compact with respect to T,(M), and we have domain T,(M+ N) = 
domain T,(M), nul(M + + N + ) = nul M +, and range T,,(M + N) is also 
closed. 
Using Proposition 2 to satisfy the condition in the assumption of this 
proposition, we obtain the following. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let M0 be a special expression and M a corresponding 
perturbation, i.e., an expression of the form (2.1) satisfying (2.2). Then 
o,(MO+M) = a,(M,). Zf Msatisfies even (2.3), then also nul(M,+M-A)= 
nul(M, - A) for every ,I E c\o,(Mo). 
ProoJ Since r,,(t) = o(P), we have for an arbitrary expression N on Z 
with N, y := (1 +ct-“‘r,,(t)) Ny (cE@) 
domain( T,(N)) = domain( T,(N,) 
range( T,( N)) closed 0 range( T,( N, )) closed 
nul(N+)=nul(N[). 
(2.5) 
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Now let IE C. We define p,,(t) =u,,txO (a =O, ,,., r) and p,(t) = 0 for 
i # pO, . . . . pI (i = 0, . . . . n) and have 
(M,+M-l)y= 1 +&Y,(t)] (M,-A)y 
[ r 
n-1 
+ c 
k=O 
rk(l)-~r”(l)p&) y’k)+~r,(f)Ay. 
r 1 r 
Since t-V,(t) = o(l), Condition (2.2) is also fulfilled by rk(t) - (t-“r/a,) 
r,(t)Pk(f) (k=O,...,n-1) and t-“‘r,(t)L. We set ~~(t):=~~(t)-(t-~‘/a,) 
t-,(t)P,&(t) for k = 1, . . . . n - 1, so(t) = r,(t) - (t-ar/a,) r,(f) (PO(f) - i), 
and herewith g(t) := [(l/t) + Cz:A Isk( tMmk]-’ with mk := yi,k where 
i E { 0, . . . . s - 1 } such that pg, < k d pb,+, . We have g(t) 1 (sk( t)l < temk for 
k = 0, . . . . m - 1 and with Remark 1 and (2.5) follows: 
domain( T,(M,)) = domain( T,(M, - A)) 
= domain To 
( (( 
1 +yrAl)) (MO-I))) 
= domain To 
( cc 
1 +~,~(f))(MO-).))+:r:*k(~)D*) 
= domain( To(Mo + A4 - A)). 
Here D denotes the differentiation operator. 
For fEdomain(T,(M,)) we have by reason of (1.18) t”y,f’k’~L2(yl, co). 
Therefore g C;; h sk( t) fck) E L2(q, co), and Proposition 3 gives for 
closed range( To(Mo - A)) with (2.5) that range(T,(( 1 + (t-@/a,) r,(t)) 
(MO - A))) = range( T,(M, + M- A)) is closed and nul((M,-A)+)= 
nul((M, + M - A) + ). If range( To(Mo + M - A)) is closed, it follows in the 
same way that range(T,(M, - A)) is closed and we have shown the first 
two assertions. With certain constants K,., (K,,o = 1) we have 
r 
+r=;+l (- l)““a, f K,,, tCLu--y(Pu-7)~ 
7=1 
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Defining 
i 
CZEO (- l)P, tiJ”“J@“) if q<pr 
s;,= C’,=,(-l)Poiibfau~(V(p,)+C~=O(-l)PuC?, 
+c”,ocl Ko,,t”~--ry(~o--r) if cr,=p, 
we see that II?,’ is a special expression with the same polygonal path (same 
yi+ as MO). The coefficients of M,+ - icllz satisfy (2.2) and so do the coef- 
ficients sI of M + 
k -(k-I) 
I=0 
where sI:= i (-l)k I rk 
&=I 0 
since (2.3) holds for the r&. 
Applying the results already proven to a: and MJ resp. AI,+ - fi,’ + 
M + we see: If range( T,(&,+ - X)) is closed, then nul((fi,+ - X)’ ) = 
nul(M, - A) = nul(M, + M- A). But range(To(fi,+ - X)) is closed if and 
only if range( To(Mo - 1) +) is closed, which holds if and only if 
range( To(Mo - A)) is closed. This proves the second part. 1 
3. RFNJLTS 
Now we focus our attention on special expressions to obtain their 
essential spectrum and nullities, since the preceding section enables us to 
translate these results to much more general expressions. 
For a special expression MO as in (1.1~(1.6) we define 
Mo,o y := c a, Pp”), the essential part of MO (3.1) 
0=0 
and if s > 1 for i = 1, . . . . s - 1: 
(3.2) 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 5. Let MO be a special expression as in (1.1). Then 
a,( MO) = a,(M,, o), and for i E @\oe( MO) we have 
s-1 
nul(M, - 2) = nul(M,,, - 2) + C nul(M,,). 
i=l 
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ProoJ: We determine these spectral data by successive factorization 
modulo relatively compact perturbations. If M0 is given as in (1.1) satis- 
fying (1.2), (1.3), and (1.6), then we define 
N, y  := c aBf’ny(po’, 
0=0 
for i= 1, . . . . s 
and 
Ni,l y := c 5 fVGy(P~-Pq) for i = 1, . . . . s- 1 (ifs> 1). 
a=o,+ I a, 
Ni and Ni,r are special expressions, and N;, , + 1 satisfies even (1.6) for all 
indices and the strict inequality in (1.2). Proposition 2 implies therefore 
that range( T,(N,,i + 1)) is closed and since I contains one of its endpoints, 
we have that T,(N, I + 1) is surjective. If i < s, A E C, we have 
(N~--)(N,,+~)=N~+~+~~-~ with A+N,N,,-(N,+,-N~)-AN~,,, 
and mi satisfies (2.2) and even (2.3) with respect to Ni+ r, since the coef- 
ficients are powers of t. Proposition 4 therefore yields 
AE@\~,(N~+ i)orange(T,((N,-A)(N,., + 1))) closed 
o T,( (N, - A)(N, , + 1)) surjective. 
Now, N,+l has the following property: N,Y’+ r N,, r is limit-point 
[ 10, 7.1, 7.2~1. Therefore N,, i is limit-point in the generalized sense (see 
CT 51). 
Proposition 4 also indicates that Ni+ i + fli- A is limit-point in the 
generalized sense. So let 
fE domain Ti(N,+ r + mi - E,) = domain T, (( Ni - A)( Nj, r + 1)). 
Then, by [S, Corollary 4.71 there exist gE C;(Z) with 
f-gEdomain To(Ni+, + Ri - 1) = domain T,( Ni+ r ). 
Proposition 2 then shows that N,,f E L’(Z). These considerations imply 
T,(Ni-A) T1(Ni,,+l)=T,((Ni-~)(N,,,+l)) (3.3) 
since the other inclusion is trivial. 
So we have 
aAN,+ 1) = o,Wi) 
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and for I E @\o,(NJ: 
nul(N,+ I -1) = nul(N, - A) + nul(N,, + 1). 
Since N,=M,, N,=M,,o, and a,,(N,+, + l)=MO,i (i= 1, . . . . S- l), a finite 
application of these results yields the assertion. 1 
There remains the problem of finding the essential spectrum of M,,, and 
the nullities of M,,, - A, M,,i (i = 1, . . . . s - l), i.e., of special expressions 
without kinks: 
No y = 1 a,~~~y(~“), 
a aI A=- (a = 2, . ..) ol). 
0=0 PO Pl 
Considering first the case al c pr (the expressions Mo,i (i= 1, . . . . s- 1) are 
in this case), we have: 
PROPOSITION 6. Let No be a special expression with a, < p1 and s = 1 
given as above. Then 
a,(N,)= ? uOzPOIRez=O 
0=0 I 
and for 1 E @\a,(No) we have 
nul(N,-A)= # zI ? aDzPa=& Rez<O 
0=0 
Proof With p := al/p1 ( = a,,Jp, for e = 1, . . . . a,) we consider L = tpD 
(D = d/dt). By reason of ,u < 1 we have 
a,(L) = ilw and 
for ReA<O 
for ReI>O. 
For p(z) := C;‘=, uOzPa we investigate p(L). Let r E N. Then Lp = tP”DP + 
Zlakl Kit pP--iDp-i with certain constants Kj (i= 1, . . . . p - 1). Therefore we 
p(L)= N,+M 
with an expression M that satisfies (2.3) with respect to No. Proposition 4 
now shows 
CAP(L)) = a,(No) and for A E C\a,( No) 
nul(p(L) -1) = nul(N, - A). 
(3.4) 
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Rota’s spectral mapping theorem [9] implies 
showing the first assertion. 
For n~C\a,(Na) we consider the decomposition into linear factors of 
% 
p(z) - 2 =: a,, n (z - A,). 
i= I 
We have Re ,Ii # 0 for i = 1, . . . . pO, and define 
PO1 
p,(z) = a,, n (z- ii) (j= 1, ..‘, P,,). 
i=l 
As for p(L) we have the decomposition 
Pj(L)=Nj+Mj (j = 1, “‘> PO,)> 
where Ni is a special expression of order p,, - j + 1 which coincides with its 
own essential part and M, has coefficients that satisfy (2.3) with respect to 
Nj. Similar arguments to those that yield (3.3) show 
Tl(P,(L))= Tl(Pj+l(L)) Tl(L-;l,) (j = 1, .“, PO, - 1) 
and this proves 
PO1 
Tl(P(L) -iI = Tl(PlV)) = a,, lJ T,(L - 4). 
i= 1 
Since T,(L-,Ij) (j= 1, . . . . p,,) is surjective we have 
PO1 
nul(p(L) - 1) = 1 nul(L-A,)= #{j(Re;l,<O}. 
j=l 
With (3.4) the rest of the proposition follows. 1 
Since the MO,i as in (3.2) are special expressions satisfying condition (1.6) 
everywhere and condition (1.2) with the strict inequality, Proposition 2 
shows that 0 E @\IJ,(M,,~). Proposition 6 therefore gives: 
COROLLARY. If M, is a special expression, then for the expressions M,,i 
(i = 1, . . . . s - 1) us defined in (3.2) holds: 
1 a,zPO=O, Re z ~0 
0 = 6, 
This together with Propositions 4 and 5 gives our first main result. 
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THEOREM 1. Let M, be a special expression given by (1.1) satisfying 
(1.2) with a1 <pl, (1.3), and (1.6). Let M be an expression of the form (2.1) 
satisfying (2.2). Then 
a,(Mo+M)=o,(M,)= ? {~=Oa,z”u~Rez=O.}. 
If A4 satisfies (2.3), then for every A E @\a,(M,) 
nul(M,+M-A)=nul(M,-A.)= # z 5 
iI 
aOzPr=A, Rez<O 
a=0 
s-l 
+ c # z 1 aOzpa=O, Rez<O . 
i=l iI 
d‘il 
d = 0, I 
For a1 =pl, Mo,o is an Euler expression whose essential spectrum and 
nullities have been determined by Balslev and Gamelin [ 1 ] using the linear 
isometry induced by the classical transformation to the constant coefficient 
case. Making use of their result (see also Goldberg [3]), we obtain the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let MO be a special expression given by (1.1) satisfying 
(1.2) with a, =pl, (1.3), and (1.6). Let A4 be an expression of the form (2.1) 
satisfying (2.2). Then 
0,+1 0-l 
o,(M,+M)=a,(M,)= 1 urr n (z-1/2-j) 
o=o j=O 
If M satisfies (2.3), then for every 1 E C\a,(M,) 
nul(M, + M- A) = nul(M, - A) 
z ai”fi’ (z-l/2-j)=A, Rez<O 
0=0 j=O 
u,,zpO=O, Rez<O 
This kind of result is no longer valid for expressions that do not satisfy 
condition (1.6), as the following simple example shows. 
Ny := yC4) + (xy’)’ = yC4) + xy” + y’ is a symmetric expression on Z and 
therefore 2 < nul(N- i), But since in our theory MO y := yC4) + xy” and 
My := y’, a corresponding, relatively compact perturbation, Theorem 1 
would imply 
nul(N-i)=#(z*=i, Rez<O}+ #{zjz*=-1, Rez<O}=l+O=l, 
contradiction to 2 < nul(N - i), 
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Remark. The number of zeros of a polynomial Q of order n with 
negative real part determining the nullities in the above theorems can be 
computed by means of the argument principle 
#(zIQ(z)=A, Rez<O]=i+&var{arg(Q(is)-A),-cc<.r<co], 
if for all SE [w we have Q(k) - A# 0, which is satisfied by reason of 
1 E @\~,(Mo) rev. 0 E C\Pe(MO.i). 
This is very useful for the computation of the nullities. 
4. THE CASE ctl >pl 
If we consider expressions of the form (1.1) having growth points (pi, ai) 
above the bisector things become rather different. First a generalization of 
Hardy’s inequality shows that terms “lying” below the line with slope 1 
that passes through (p,, a,) can and should be considered to be relatively 
compact perturbations. So in the case CI, > p1 we define 
/?:=max(a(-p,li=O, . . . . r) >O 
T:={il~,-pi=/?,ai#O} 
(4.1) 
and 
z :=max(iIiE T}. (4.2 
Remark. We have 
7=0 or Z=Ol. (4.3 
Expressions M, as in ( 1.1) satisfying ( 1.3), ( 1.6), and (4.1) are no longer 
special expressions in the sense of Section 1, but we can associate a special 
expression with them: 
MO, y := t-~M0 y= fPr-arMO y. (4.4) 
M,,, is a special expression having as an essential part an Euler expression 
if and only if t = cr. For the admissible perturbations of M,, 
n 
My= 1 rk yck) 
k=O 
(4.5) 
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with rk E Ck(Z, @) (k = 0, . . . . n), we claim 
1 
o( p/2 ) if 
1 
i=r.--, . . . . s-lexistswithp,<k<p,+, 
rk(t) = 
Cl 
(4.6) 
0(t@+k) for k = 0, . ..) pr 
or, resp. for j = 0, . . . . k, 
Ott ) Yi,k-j/2 if 
1 
i=T.--, . . . . s - 1 exists with pbl G k - j < p,,, , 
rjj)( t) = 
1 
Ul 
o(t8+k-‘) for k = 0, . . . . pT. 
(4.7) 
It is evident that M satisfies (4.6) (resp. (4.7)) with respect to M, if and 
only if trBM satisfies (2.2) (resp. (2.3)) with respect to M,,,. 
THEOREM 3. Let MO be given by (1.1) satisfying (4.1), (1.3), and (1.6), 
let M,,, be given by (4.4), and let M be given by (4.5) satisfying (4.6). Then 
OE @\o,(M,,) implies oJM, + M) = 4, and if M satisfies even (4.7), we 
have for all Iz E @ 
nul(M, + M- 1) = nul(M,,,). 
Proof: Theorems 1 and 2 applied on M,,, and tmB(M - A) give for 1 E C 
a,tMo,s) = a,(Mo,, + t-‘Of- 1)). 
Since 
domain T,,(M,+M-I)~domain T,(M,,+ t-B(M-l)) 
= domain T,,( MO,,), 
it follows from 0~@\o,(M,,) that there exists K>O such that for all 
f~ domain T,(M, + M) we have 
since Z contains one of its endpoints. Therefore, I E @\~T,(M, + M). 
And if M satisfies (4.7) Proposition 4 gives 
nul(M,,,) = nul(M,,, + tr8(M-A)) = nul(M, + M- A). 1 
The assumption O$o,(M,,,) is always fulfilled for expressions with one- 
term essential part, but also for most others, since the essential spectrum 
(which is an algebraic curve) passes only for very special coefficients 
through the origin. 
Let us finally consider an application of this theory to the self-adjoint 
expression 
M, y = - (tOLy(3))(3) for a>6. 
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We have 
Mo,s y = - t6yc6) - 3atsy’s’ - 3a(a - 1) t4yC4’ - a(a - 1 
For a < 24, the essential spectrum of MO,S looks roughly 
)(a - 2) t3yc3’. 
like 
The nullities are constant, as indicated, on connected components of 
C\(T,(M~,~). They imply for KE R 
nul(M, - KF6) = 
3 if K-cK, 
4 
if K>K,, 
which are the deficiency indices for these symmetric expressions. For a 
increasing, in the left-plane both ends approach the real axis and finally 
overlap: 
iR 
t 
K2 R 
nul (MO s-1)=3 
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a = 25 is the first integer where this happens. For this value of 
K, = - 1599360, K, = - 1771200. Looking at the deficiency 
MO + Kt”-$ we have 
(3 for K> -K, 
95 
u we have 
indices of 
nul(M, + KY’) = 
5 for -K,<K< -K2 
3 
for -K,<K< -K, 
4 for Kc-K,,. 
We see that for some positive K this expression is not limit-point. It was 
a longtime conjecture that formally self-adjoint expressions with positive 
coefficients are always limit-point. In the second order case this has already 
been proven by H. Weyl. Kauffman [4] has shown for just the expression 
we are considering in our example that K > 0 and 0: > 6 exist such that a 
necessary condition for the limit-point case is not fulfilled, giving a coun- 
terexample to the conjecture. Application of Theorem 3 gives even the 
deficiency index explicitly and the corresponding values of the parameter a 
and K. This was also done by Paris and Wood [7] using sophisticated 
asymptotic methods. 
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